


That’s the question we had to ask ourselves  
after the development of the Sahara® X Series  
and after the introduction of the original GEM System.  
So we decided it was time to take another look at  
the operational side of things — and went to work  
on what would become our answer:

“What’s next?”  



The first human-machine 
interface ever engineered 
for the mulch yard.

Yes, the touchscreen puts operators one tap away 

from picture-perfect mulch. But that’s not the best 

part: GEM Studio captures a continuous stream 

of production data and actively computes the 

information in real time. Those insights can be  

used to improve the product on the spot. Or you  

can have spreadsheet-ready data sent to your 

number crunchers back in the office.



Follow the flow of material, 
down to the drop.  
GEM Studio maintains constant communication  

with sensors throughout the Sahara X Series  

to capture ultrasonic measurements at five-second 

intervals. And thanks to our integrated database  

on the backend of the software, every last detail  

about every last drop can be stored forever  

or automatically translated into trendlines. 



Take a vacation and still  
see inside your Sahara.
GEM Studio gives you access to a complete 

archive of historical analytics and sends real-time 

alerts to any smart device. But convenience isn’t 

the only competitive advantage. With minute-by-

minute breakdowns of your business, you can  

find hidden dollars and losses in everything  

from inventory to invoicing.



Remove the guesswork  
from mulch coloring. 
GEM Studio is as simple as push to start.  

The user-centered design of the interface  

feels natural to navigate, so even a new 

hire will be working with the efficiency and 

consistency of an old pro. The software also 

learns on the job to help operators account  

for day-to-day production conditions.



Adaptive Material Control
With measurements coming in every five seconds,  
GEM Studio can recalculate what’s needed for  
each recipe — to outsmart the most minute  
fluctuations in output.

Input Assist
GEM Studio automatically detects opportunities  
to maximize efficiencies and minimize costly  
mistakes, then helps perfect each recipe  
program based on historical performance.

Remote Programming 
If an operator runs into an issue or needs  
assistance with something, our team can  
connect directly to your GEM Studio and  
help with just about anything.

Interactive Maintenance 
GEM Studio syncs maintenance tasks to  
create a trackable to-do list. And when it’s  
time to replace a part, operators can order  
the exact one right on the touchscreen.



Do everything  
today, and even 
more tomorrow. 
GEM Studio offers 200x faster  

performance and 300x more  

storage capacity than GEM 2.0.  

That means it can handle  

whatever you throw at it today,  

and whatever you’ll need  

10 years from now.

200x 
faster

300x m
ore 

storage



GEM 2.0

Display
•   8-inch touchscreen interface  » 15-inch touchscreen interface

Processor
•   Dual-core CPU  »  8-core CPU

Mulch Coloring
•   Up to 8 recipes can be created and saved  » Unlimited recipes can be created and saved

  »  Batch Mode for extreme simplicity across shifts and operators

 »  Guided pump calibration and historical pump calibration log

  »  Updated prime parameters and updated cleanout parameters

Reporting
•   Daily reports of hour-by-hour data  »  Data portal with on-demand reports of minute-by-minute data, trend  
•   Daily efficiency reports  data by material type and historical averages for all material use

  »  Production minutes by hour, production rankings, application   
  volume reports, consolidated reports and average run minutes

  »  Interactive geographic map for complete view of real-time    
  production reporting and real-time alarm reporting

Maintenance
•   Maintenance due reminders  »  Interactive maintenance checklist, real-time alarms,     
  consolidated alarm history and diagnostic data

Support
•   Website access for manuals and parts ordering  » Manuals at screen, training videos at screen  
  and parts ordering at screen

  »  Remote on-screen support from Colorbiotics



888-663-6980  I  colorbiotics.com
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